INTRODUCTION
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) is a promising area based on learning from past experience. Due to the repetitive nature of task for the robotic manipulators, ILC has been employed for enhanced tracking performance from its beginning in 1980's [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, use of ILC to solve walking problem of the bipedal robot is relatively a new application area. Despite development of hardware for bipedal robots and advanced control techniques for walking, there are unsolved issues such as robustness, energy efficiency, complete autonomy, safety and user friendliness for the bipedal robots. Bipedal robots cannot sustain large movements, variable speeds, etc. They also lack the level of robustness, versatility and adaptability 978-1-4577-1929-5/12/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE that biological systems possess and use for efficient walking [5, 6] . The control techniques for bipedal robot have been based on kinematic and dynamic modelling of the mechanism which requires complete state measurement and interaction between feet and ground. This requires heavy computation and optimization. Intelligent control techniques usually overcome these constraints [7] . As the biped robot has to act like a human, so it must be capable of learning the walking gaits from past experience as well like the humans. The learning ability allows the bipedal robot to modify its dynamic walking pattern to the changing conditions that is necessary for autonomous walking [8, 9] .
In ILC literature, the initial states which are the final states of the last repetition have been termed as "Cyclic learning control" [10, II] , "no-reset ILC (NRILC)" [12] , 'continuous' ILC [13] or "alignment condition" [14] . A nonstandard approach of non-uniform repetition length was proposed in conjunction with PD-ILC to track periodic signals in non-linear systems [13] . In case of both the reference and the output trajectory following the "alignment condition", robust ILC algorithm based on the inverse dynamics of robotic manipulator was employed to achieve convergence [IS] . Later, Lyapunov based ILC and RC algorithms were also formulated for robust convergence and evaluated the learning convergence rate [14, 16] . The Lyapunov based ILC requires the knowledge of states which may not be available. Conditions for monotonic convergence were further formulated using PD-ILC with selective learning under restrictive assumptions for non-linear systems [17] and systems with non-parametric uncertainties [18] .
Satoh et al. have used ILC to generate optimal walking gaits for one-legged hopping robot and further extended to biped on the basis of variational symmetry of the Hamiltonian systems [19, 20] . Iterative feedback tuning (IFf) has been employed in conjunction with ILC using virtual constraint to generate stable gait for compass gait robot [21] . Zhang et al. have proposed impulsive toe-off push generated with ILC which is applied to the biped just before the heel strike (i.e., the ground impact of swing leg). However, there is no actuation during the entire swing phase and the swing leg moves passively [22] .
In bipedal walking the initial state for each step being a function of state at the end of last step is more complex than the generic "Cyclic ILC" or "alignment condition". This scenario has not been solved using ILC/RC techniques until now [23, 24] . In this research, a new mathematical frame work for the two-dimensional evolution of input and state errors has been developed. The convergence of input and states for the "Cyclic" or "alignment" type initial state errors for D-and PD-ILC has been based on the rate of convergence analysis for zero initial errors [25] . Further, PD-ILC algorithm modified with the acceleration error term has been used to generate input torques at ankle and hip joint for the steady gait generation of compass gait model of the biped. The hybrid dynamics of compass gait biped locomotion are handled with the proposed scheme [26] .
II.
ILC FOR PENDULUM
A. Damped Pendulum
A simple damped pendulum in Fig. 1 (1).
where L is the length, m is mass, g is the acceleration due to gravity and b the damping co efficient. u is the input torque applied. The ILC has to learn to compensate for gravity and the damping and follow the reference trajectory at each sample time which has been obtained from a fine-tuned PD controller.
B. D-ILC algorithm for control input update
The 1 s t order D -ILC algorithm has been used to generate the control input for the consecutive swing/iteration as the sum of input at each sample time plus the scaled derivative of (output/state) error as in Eq. (2) .
where u( i, j) is the input at ith sample time in swingliteration number j, u( i, j + 1) is the input at ith time instance in next batch numbered j + 1. K d is the gain matrix of suitable dimension. e ( i, j) is the state error at ith sample time in batch no. j. The derivative of error has been approximated as forward difference.
The errors in the angle & the angular velocity at the last sample time of each swing are retained and fed back as the initial errors for the next swing as described by Eq. (3) [ 68 (I, 
Here, cP is the unity impact matrix for the alignment condition for the pendulum. It shall have different structure for walking robot discussed later.
C.
Convergence Analysis for D-ILC algorithm
For the rate analysis of control input errors, the control input errors are augmented with initial state error in Eq. 
The evolution of the augmented state vector Ax * (j) is governed by following matrix relationship:
Where H� in Eq. (6) is the operator matrix which relates the errors in the initial state & control input at iteration j with the next consecutive iteration j + 1 .
It has been observed from simulations that D -type ILC algorithm converges for angular velocity only. A constant off-set error is maintained for the control input and angle. The persistence bounded state error indicates that magnitude of the largest eigenvalue of matrix H� is equal to 1, i.e. spectral radius lies at stability boundary. This observation leads to following theorem.
Theorem:
For a linear homogeneous system in Eq. (5) (AjI-H;)vi=O Similarly, from 4 th block row we get Eq. (12) So on and at the last row we have:
Hence, finally the dominant eigenvector v * contammg M + 2 elements associated with unity Eigen value in terms of v; is given in Eq. (14) .
It is pointed that I s t two elements of dominant To achieve convergence for the input and angle along with the velocity for the damped pendulum, PD -ILC is employed. Adding the proportional error term scaled by gain matrix Kp in Eq. (2), the control input is updated as in Eq. (15) below. The velocity has converged but a constant off-set is observed in tracking of both the input and angle (Fig. 3 &  4 (Fig. 6) . From Fig. 7 & 8 it is observed that desired trajectories for all the three variables. i.e., angle, velocity and control input have been successfully tracked. The control input errors reach the numerical zero after 6000 iterations in Fig. 9 . The maximum absolute Eigen value of the matrix H�D is 0.9944 which indicates the maximum rate for control input error. Figure 9 Convergence of input error using PD-TLC
III. ILC FOR BIPEDAL LOCOMOTION
Bipedal locomotion or walking with two feet consists of swinging motion by one leg while the other rotates around the ankle while its foot remains fixed which is called the stance foot. The impact occurs when the swing leg touches the ground. The change over of swing leg to stance leg and vice versa occurs. The new swing leg swings & impacts with ground again. Each cycle/repetition constitutes a step for the biped [9] .
ILC can be employed to generate input torques for the joints. At impact of the swing leg with ground the step swapping occurs but the state is not inherited exactly as in "Cyclic/Alignment ILC" discussed earlier. The joint angles and velocities at the start of new step are some function of those at the end of the previous step. Hence it is a special case of "Cyclic/Alignment ILC", since the initial conditions are different for each step until the desired steady state gait is achieved.
A. Compass Gait robot
Compass gait robot is the simplest model of biped used to study the nonlinear dynamics of the biped [27] . The two legs of the compass gait robot have no knees or feet and are connected with each other by a friction-less hip joint (Fig. 10 ). Here energy loss occurs due to ground impacts. Hence, in controller design the emphasis is on energy efficiency. for the rotating the stance leg around the ankle joint. The ankle joint torque Tl has negative multiplier -1 in selection matrix S to refer that it acts in (opposite) clockwise direction. The hip joint actuator applies torque T2 to move forward the free leg so that the compass gait robot moves forward from left to right. Using 
When both feet are on the ground, it is double support phase. The swapping of feet occurs instantaneously assuming the angular momentum is conserved at the impact. The joint angles are reversed in direction and the joint velocities also change. The pre-& post-impact states (angles and velocities) are related as per Eq. (20) .
The superscripts -and + represent pre & post impact values respectively. The matrix R is given in Eq. (21) .
where rn and NI are the leg and hip masses respectively and q2 is the hip joint angle.
B. Modified PD-ILC for the compass gait
Following update algorithm based on PD-ILC has been employed.
The gain matrix Kd has structure such that it utilizes forward difference errors of both the angle joints and their respective velocities. Effectively the acceleration term is also incorporated.
C. Simulations for Compass Gait Robot
The compass gait robot model has been discretized at sample time of 0.1 second. Reference trajectory for robot walking on flat surface has been obtained via a carefully tuned PD controller. The compass gait robot has been simulated for 4000 steps using gain matrices K p = l o� As the joint input torques are tracked, the compass gait robot achieves a steady gait as observed from the angles of stance foot and hip joint in Fig. 13 and 14 . The stable gait is also validated from the phase portraits in Fig. 15 
